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Charge to the Jury 

I amgi ving them the charge, except for the 

evidence portion, so .... 

COURT REGISTRAR: please rise. 

... JURy ENTERS (3:00 a.m .. ) 

COURT REGISTRAR: Eleven jurors are present, 

Your Honour. 

THE COURT: Thank you. Members of the jury, 

I'm going to start giving you some instructions 

today, and then we'll finish it off in the 

morning, after which you'll be free to 

deliberate. I am going to give you a copy of 

some of what I say to you. So I'm certainly 

giving you a copy of what I'm going to say to 

you today. So just pay attention, but you will 

have a copy to refer to in your jury room when 

you do your deliberations. And again, as I 

said at the outset, I apologize for reading, 

but it's really important that I say these 

things to you in a certain way and don't omit 

anything, so just bear with me. 

CHAR G E T 0 THE J U R Y 

After my charge, you will start discussing this 

case in your jury room. It is time for me to 

tell you about the law you must follow in 

making your decision. Before entering into the 

formal part of the charge, I want to tell you 

on behalf of counsel and myself how 

appreciative we are for the close attention you 

have paid to the evidence these last few weeks. 
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We all know that it has been a significant 

interruption in your personal lives and we 

appreciate the time that you spent with us in 

this important function. 

enough the importance of 

I cannot emphasize 

the function that you 

have undertaken in the administration of 

justice in this province by serving as jurors 

in this case. 

When we started this case I told you about 

several rules of law that apply in general, or 

to some of the evidence as it was received. 

Those instructions still apply. 

Now I am going to give you some more 

instructions. These instructions will cover a 

number of topics; Consider them as a whole. 

Do not single out some as more important and 

pay less or no attention to others. All are 

equally important, unless I tell you otherwise. 

[4) First, I will explain your duties as jurors, 

and tell you about the general rules of law 

that apply in this case. 

(5) 

(6) 
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Second, I will advise you of the specific rules 

of law that govern this case and the evidence 

that you have heard. 

Next, I will explain what the Crown must prove 

beyond a reasonable doubt to establish the 

guilt of Jeffrey Fisher, and tell you about the 

defences and other issues that arise on the 
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evidence you have heard. 

Then, I will discuss the issues that you need 

to decide and review for you the evidence that 

relates to those issues. By doing this, I hope 

I can help you recall the evidence and 

understand how it relates to the issues that 

you will be asked to decide. You must always 

keep in mind, however, that to decide this 

case,· you rely on what you remember the 

evidence was, not what counselor I say it was. 

[8] After that, I will briefly summarize the 

positions that Mr. Cantlon and Ms Mackay have 

put forward in their closing addresses. 

[9J Finally, I will explain what verdicts you may 

return and how you should approach your 

discussion of the case in your jury room. 

[10] It is important that you listen very carefully 

to all these instructions. I am giving them to 

help you make a decision, not to tell you what 

decision to make. 

[11] In every criminal trial there are two - in 

every criminal jury 

judges. I am one. 

trial, there are two 

You are the other. 

[12] As judge of the law, it has been and continues 

to be my duty to preside over the trial. I 

decided what evidence the law permitted you to 

AG OOB7 (rev,07-01) 

hear and 

followed 

consider, and 

in the case. 

what procedure we 

Now that you have heard 
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the evidence and addresses, it is my job to 

explain to you the rules of law that you must 

follow and apply to make your decision. 

As judges of the facts, your first duty is to 

decide what are the facts in this case. You 

make that decision from all the evidence given 

during the trial. There will be no more 

evidence. You consider nothing else. You are 

entitled to come to common sense conclusions 

based on the evidence that you accept. You 

must not speculate, however, about what 

evidence there might have been or permit 

yourselves to guess or make up theories without 

evidence to support them. 

[14] Deciding the facts is your job, not mine. Our 

law does permit me to comment or express 

opinions about issues of fact. If I do that, 

however, you do not have to agree with me. 

You, not I, decide what happened in this case. 

[15] The evidence does not have to answer every 

question raised. in this case. You may think it 

would be an unusual case in which a jury could 

say "we now know everything there is to know 

about this case". You only have to decide 

those matters that are essential for you to say 

whether the crime has been proven beyond a 

reasonable doubt. 

[16] 
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Your second duty is to accept all the rules of 

law that I tell you apply in this case. Even 
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if you disagree with or do not understand the 

reasons for the law, you are required to follow 

what I say about it. You are not allowed to 

pick and choose amongst my instruct'ions of the 

law. You must not consult other sources or 

substitute your own views, 

[17] If I make a mistake about the law, justice can 

still be done in this case. The court reporter 

records everything I say. The Court of Appeal 

can correct my mistakes. But justice will not 

be done if.you wrongly apply the law. Your 

decisions are secret. You do not give reasons. 

No one keeps a record of your discussions for 

the Court of Appeal to review. As a result, it 

is very important that you accept the law from 

me and follow it without question. 

[18] Finally, it is your duty to apply the law that 

I explain to you to the facts that you find to 

reach your verdict. 

[19] 

[20] 
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You must consider the evidence and make your 

decision without sympathy, .prejudice or fear. 

You must not be influenced by public opinion. 

We expect and are entitled to your impartial 

assessment of the evidence. 

Punishment has nothing to do with your task, 

which is to determine whether the Crown has 

proven Jeffrey Fisher guilty beyond a 

reasonable doubt. Punishment has no place in 

your discussions or in your decision. If you 
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find Jeffrey Fisher guilty of an offence, it is 

my job, not yours, to decide what punishIDent is 

appropriate. 

When you go to your jury room to begin your 

discussions, it is very important that no one 

starts off by telling everybody else that he or 

she has already made up his or her mind and 

will not change it, whatever anyone else may 

say. That is not the way to decide a case. 

As jurors, it is your duty to talk with and 

listen to one another. Discuss the evidence. 

Put forward your own views. Listen to what 

others have to say. Try to reach an agreement, 

if you can. 

[23] Each of you has to decide the·case for 

yourself. You should only do so, however, 

after you have considered the evidence with 

your fel.low jurors and applied the law that I 

have explained to you. 

[24] During your discussions, do not hesitate to 

reconsider your own opinions. Change your 

mind, if you find that you are wrong. Do not 

give up your honest beliefs, however, just 

because others think differently. Do not 

change your mind only to get the case over 

with. 

[25] 
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Your responsibility is to determine whether the 

Crown has proven Jeffrey Fisher guilty beyond a 
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reasonable doubt. Your contribution to the 

administration of criminal justice is a just 

and proper verdict. We ask for nothing more. 

We.are entitled to nothing less. 

At the end of these instructions, the lawyers 

may persuade me there is something else I 

should tell you. ~ may have made a mistake, or 

left something out. perhaps what I have said 

could be stated more clearly to help you 

understand it better. Unless I tell you 

otherwise, do not consider any further 

instructions I may give you to be an)T more or 

less important than anything else I have said 

about the law. All the legal instructions, 

whenever they may be given, are part of the 

same package. 

It is my duty to review what I think are the 

important parts of the evidence, and to relate 

it to the issues that are yours to decide. In 

doing that, I may overlook evidence )TOU think 

important, or mention evidence you think is 

insignificant. I may,make a mistake about what 

a witness said while testifying. 

My references to the evidence are only to help 

you remember it, and to show you how it relates 

to the issues in this case. If my memory of 

the evidence is different from yours, it is 

yours that counts. You find the facts and base 

your decision on your memory of the evidence, 

not mine, nor that of counsel. 
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Our law also permits me to comment or express 

opinions about issues of fact. If I do that, 

however, you do not have to reach the same 

conclusion. You, not I, decide what happened 

in this case. 

To return an effective verdict in this case 

requires that all of you agree on your 

decision. A verdict, whether of guilty or not 

guilty, is the unanimous opinion of the whole 

jury. 

There are times, however, when a jury is unable 

to reach a verdict. Jurors have the right to 

disagree. 

[32] You should make every reasonable effort, 

however, to reach a verdict. Consult with one 

another. Express your own views. Listen to 

the views of others. Discuss your differences 

with an open mind. Try your best to decide 

this case. 

[33] Everyone should give fair, impartial and equal 

consideration to all the evidence. Your goal 

should be to reach an agreement that matches 

the individual judgment of each juror. You 

must not agree, however, only for the purpose 

of returning a unanimous verdict. 

[34] 
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If you reach a unanimous verdict, your 

foreperson should record it on your verdict 

sheet and notify the court constable. We will 
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come back into court to receive it. '(our 

foreperson will tell us your verdict in the 

courtroom. 

If you cannot reach a unanimous verdict, you 

should notify the court constable in writing. 

The constable will bring me your message. I 

will discuss what has happened with counsel. 

We will then return to the courtroom to see 

what we should do next. 

Every person charged with an offence is 

presumed to be innocent, unless and until the 

Crown has proven his or her guilt beyond a 

reasonable doubt. 

[37] The indictment on which you are trying Mr. 

[38) 

[39] 
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Fisher is only a formal accusation or charge. 

It tells Mr. Fisher, as it tells you, what 

specific crime the Crown alleges he committed. 

The charge is not evidence. It is not proof 

of guilt. 

The presumption of innocence means that Jeffrey 

Fisher starts the trial with a clean slate. 

The presumption stays with him throughout the 

case, including your deliberations at the end 

of the trial. It is only defeated if and when 

the Crown satisfies you beyond a reasonable 

doubt that Jeffrey Fisher is guilty of the 

crime charged. 

Mr. Fisher does not have to present evidence or 
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prove anything in this case, in particular that. 

he is innocent of the crime charged. 

From start to finish, it is the Crown who must 

prove its case, on each element of the· offence, 

beyond a reasonable doubt. The standard of 

proof beyond a reasonable doubt does not apply 

to the individual items of evidence or the 

separate pieces of evidence that make up the 

Crown's case, but to the total body of evidence 

upon which the Crown relies to prove guilt. 

The burden or onus of proving the guilt of Mr. 

Fisher beyond a reasonable doubt rests upon the 

Crown and never shifts. You must find Jeffrey 

Fisher not guilty of the offence unless the 

Crown satisfies you beyond a reasonable doubt 

that he is guilty of it. 

[41] The phrase "beyond a reasonable doubt" is a 

very important part of our criminal justice 

system. 

[42] A reasonable doubt is not a far-fetched or 

frivolous doubt. It is not a doubt based on 

sympathy or prejudice. It is a doubt based on 

reason and common sense. It is a doubt that 

logically arises from the evidence, or the lack 

of evidence. 

[43] It is not enough for you to believe that 

Jeffrey Fisher is probably or likely guilty. 

In those circumstances, you must find him not 

guilty, because the Crown would have failed to 
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satisfy 

doubt. 
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you of his guilt beyond a reasonable 

Proof of probable or likely guilt is 

not proof of guilt beyond a reasonable d01.1.bt. 

Still proof beyond a reasonable doubt is much 

closer to "absolute certainty" than it is to 

"probability". 

You should also remember, however, that it is 

nearly impossible to prove atiything with 

absolute certainty. The Crown is not required 

to do so. Absolute certainty is a standard of 

proof that is impossibly high. 

If, at the end of the case, after considering 

all of the evidence, you are sure that Jeffrey 

Fisher committed the offence, you should find 

him guilty of it, since you would have been 

satisfied of his guilt.of that offence beyond a 

reasonable doubt. 

To make-your decision, you should consider 

carefully, and with an open mind, all the 

evidence presented during the trial. It will 

be up to you to decide how much or little you 

will believe and rely upon the testimony of any 

witness. You may believe some, ,none' or all of 

it. 

When you go to your jury room to consider the 

case, use the same common sense that you use 

every day in deciding whether people know what 

they are talking about and whether they are 

telling the truth. There is no magic formula 
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for deciding how much or how little to believe 

of a witness' testimony or how much to rely on 

it in deciding this case. But here are a few 

questions you might keep in mind during your 

discussions. 

Did the witness seem honest? Is there any 

reason why the witness would not be telling the 

truth? 
\ . 

(49) Did the witness have an interest in the outcome 

of the case, or any reason to give evidence 

[50] 

that is more favourable to one side than to the· 

other? 

Did the witness seem to make accurate and 

complete observations about the event? Did she 

or he have a good opportunity to do so? What 

were the circumstances in which the observation 

was made? What was the condition of the 

witness? Was the event itself unusual or 

routine? 

[51] Did the witness seem to have a good memory? 

[52] 

Does the witness have any reason to remember 

the things about which he or she testified? 

Did any inability or diffic~lty that the 

witness had in remembering events seem genuine, 

br did it seem made up as an excuse to avoid 

answering questions? 

Did the witness seem to be reporting to you 

what she or he saw or heard, or simply putting 
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together an account based on information 

obtained from other sources, rather than' 

personal observation? 

Did the witness' testimony seem reasonable and 

consistent as she or he gave it? Is it similar 

to or different from what other witnesses said 

about the same events? Did the witness say or 

do ,something different on an earlier occasion,>' 

[54] Do any inconsistencies in the witness' evidence 

make the main points of the testimony more or 

less believable and reliable? Is the 

inconsistency about something important, or a 

minor detail? Does it seem like an honest 

mistake? Is it a deliberate lie? Is the 

inconsistency because the witness said 

something different, or because he or she 

failed to mention something? Is there any 

explanation for it? Does the explanation make 

sense? 

[55] 
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What was the witness' manner when he or she 

testified? How did the witness appear to you? 

Do not, jump to conclusions, however, based 

entirely on how a witness has testified. Looks 

can be deceiving. Giving evidence in a trial 

is not a common experience for many witnesses. 

People react and appear differently. 

Witnesses come from different backgrounds. 

They have different abilities, values and life 

experiences. There are simply too many 

variables to make the manner in which a witness 
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testifies the only or the most important factor 

in your decision. 

These are only some of the factors that you 

might keep in mind when you go to your jury 

room to make your decision. These factors 

might help you decide how much or little you 

will believe of and rely upon a witness' 

evidence. You may consider other factors as 

well. 

In making your decision, do not consider only 

the testimony of the witnesses. Take into 

account, as well, any exhibits that have been 

filed. Decide how much or little you will rely 

on them, as well as the testimony and any 

admissions, to help you decide this case. 

You may note with respect to police officers for 

example that they are accustomed to giving 

evidence and will therefore sometimes appear 

more comfortable and confident in givin~ their 

evidence. They are often allowed to refer to 

their notes made at the time to refresh their 

memories. The evidence of a police officer is 

not automatically more worthy of belief but 

subject to the same tests that you apply to all 

witnesses. There are simply too many variables 

to make the manner, as I said, in which a 

witness testifies the only or most important 

factor. 

How much or little you rely on the evidence of 
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the witnesses does not necessarily depend on 

the number of witnesses who testify, one way or 

another. Your duty is to consider all the 

evidence. You may decide that the testimony of 

one witness is more reliable than the evidence 

of a larger number. It is up to you to decide. 

To decide what the facts are in this case, you 

must consider only the evidence that you saw 

and heard in the courtroom. consider all the 

evidence in reaching your decision. 

[61] The evidence includes what each witness said in 

answering the questions the lawyers asked. The 

questions themselves are not evidence unless 

the witness agreed that what was asked was 

correct. The answe'rs of the witness are his or 

her evidence. 

[62] The evidence also includes any things that were 

made exhibits. When you go to your jury room 

to decide this case, the exhibits will go with 

y.ou. You may, but do not have to examine them 

there. Whether, how and how much you do so is 

up to you. consider them along with the rest 

of the evidence and in exactly the same way. 

[63] The evidence also includes the facts on which 

the parties have agreed. You. may take what 

they have agreed on as facts in this case. 

[64] As I explained to you earlier, there are some 

things that are not evidence. You must not 
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consider or rely upon them to decide this case. 

The charge that you heard read out when we 

started this case is not evidence. What the 

lawyers and I said when we spoke to you during 

the trial, including what I am saying to you 

now, is not evidence. Only the exhibits and 

the things witnesses say are evidence. 

Sometimes during the trial, one of the lawyers 

objected to a question that another asked a 

witness. Anything the lawyers said in making 

or answering the objection is not evidence. 

You must also take nothing from the fact that 

objection was taken or that you were excluded 

when I made a decision about the objection. 

[66] Now tomorrow I am going to commence a review of 

the evidence that has been presented in this 

case. I am not going to review all of the 

evidence. And because I do not have a 

transcript of what all the witnesses have said, . 

in my review of the evidence I may well fail to 

mention a piece or pieces of evidence which you 

consider to be important. Conversely, I may 

mention some evidence, which you believe to be 

quite unimportant. If that occurs, please 

remember it is your view of the evidence that 

AG 0087 (rev.07·01) 

is important, not mine and not that of counsel 

in their closing addresses. It is not only 

your right, but your duty to make your decision 

as to what you consider to be relevant and 

important' in this case. 
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Some of you may have heard the terms "direct 

evidence" and "circumstantial evidence". You 

may believe or rely upon either one as much or 

as little as the other in deciding this case. 

Sometimes witnesses tell us what they 

personally saw or heard. For example, a 

witness might say that he or she saw it raining 

outside. This is called direct evidence. 

Often, however, witnesses say things from which 

you are asked to draw certain conclusions. For 

example, a witness. might say that he or she had 

seen someone enter the courthouse lobby wearing 

a raincoat and carrying an umbrella, both 

dripping wet. If you believed that witness, 

you might conclude that it was raining outside, 

even though the evidence was indirect. 

Indirect evidence is sometimes called 

circumstantial evidence. 

[70] Like witne'sses, things filed as exhibits may 

provide direct or circumstantial evidence. 

[71] In making your decision, both kinds of evidence 

count. The law treats both equally. Neither 

is necessarily better or worse than the other. 

AG 0087 (rev,Q7-01) 

In each case, your job is to decide what 

conclusions yo~ will reach based upon the 

evidence as a whole, both direct and 

circumstantial. To make your decision, use 

your common sense and experience. 
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While I am dealing with the subject of direct 

and circumstantial evidence, it will be 

convenient for me to mention that, on many 

occasions, the criminal law requires a jury to 

determine, if it can, as in this case, the 

state of mind; that is to say, the intention 

with which a person, the accused or someone 

else, does something or the knowledge he Or she 

has at a particular time or the belief held at 

a particular time or the purpose in mind when 

he or she does a particular act. Any of these 

questions require you to examine the state of 

mind of the individual. In this case, we are 

concerned with a state of mind called 

"knowledge". 

The knowledge or state of mind with which a 

person does something may not be directly 

expressed. Moreover, none of us can see inside 

a perso~'s mind to decide whether or not that 

person had a certain state of mind, intention, 

knowledge, belief or purpose at a particular 

time. Therefore, the law does not require the 

Crown to prove state of mind by direct 

evidence. In the great majority of cases, 

state of mind will be proved by circumstantial 

evidence. 

[74] So the facts, as I have said, may be proven in 

this case by both direct and circumstantial 

evidence. Circumstantial evidence ought not to 

be viewed as some second-class kind of 
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evidence. It is perfectly good evidence. Our 

law does not demand that we act only upon the 

apparent certainty of direct evidence. As I 

said, in our daily activity we act upon both, 

and you are entitled to do so in the present 

case. 

Whether your findings are based upon direct 

evidence, circumstantial evidence, or a 

combination, you must make a finding of guilt 

in connection with the events as charged only

if you are -satisfied upon the whole of the 

evidence that the essential elements of the 

offence have been established beyond a 

reasonable doubt. 

In considering the issue of knowledge, consider 

the whole of the evidence and in particular the 

evidence you feel bears upon Mr. Fisher's state 

of mind. 

[77) Consider carefully all of the evidence, that 

pointing to and away from guilty knowledge of 

an agreement to murder Anne Karubin in deciding 

whether, on the whole of the evidence, the 

Crown has established the accused's guilt 

beyond a reasonable doubt. 

[78] 
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sometimes, knowiedge of a technical subject may 

help jurors decide a case. Persons who are 

qualified in that subject, by education, 

training or experience, may state their 

opinions about it. They may also give the 
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reasons for their opinion. 

During the trial we heard from three experts: 

Constable Coltson who is an expert in the 

preservation and retrieval in the area commonly 

known as data electronics; Dr. Robert Langille 

who is an expert in the area of forensic 

toxicology and the beneficial and detrimental 

effect of alcohol and drugs on the human body; 

and Dr. Jobn Timothy Feltis who is an expert in 

the field of forensic pathology. 

The opinions of experts are just like the 

testimony of any other witness. Just because 

an expert has given an opinion does not require 

you to accept it. You may believe or rely upon 

the opinion as much or as little as you see 

fit. You should consider the education, 

training and experience of the expert, the 

reasons given for the opinion, the suitability 

of the methods used and the rest of the 

evidence in the case when you decide how much 

or little to rely on the opinion. It is up to 

you to decide. 

Experts usually form their opinions by applying 

their training, education and experience to a 

number of facts that the expert assumes or 

relies on as the basis for his or her analysis. 

[82] What an expert assumes or relies on as a fact 

for the purpose of offering his or her opinion 

may be the same as what you find as facts from 
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the evidence introduced in this case. Or it may 

be different. 

To the extent that the facts you find are 

different from the facts"assumed or relied upon 

by the expert in reaching his or her 

conclusion, you may consider the expert's 

opinion less helpful to you in deciding this 

case. How much or little you believe of or 

rely upon an expert's opinion is entirely up to 

you. 

When a witness says one thing in the witness 

box, but has said something you find to be 

quite different on an earlier occasion, your 

common sense tells you, that the fact that the 

witness has given different versions may be 

important in deciding whether or how much you 

believe of or rely upon the witness' testimony. 

During cross-examination, Alanna Snow was asked 

by Ms Mackay about statements she gave ,to the 

police on January 21st
, 2004 and on August 8th

, 

2004. Ms Snow said to the police that her 

memory was horrible yet at trial she said her 

memory was better now than it was then. 

Alanna Snow during cross-examination 

acknowledged telling the police, during her 

interviews, that she did not take Caroline's 

threat to kill her mother seriously, while 

during this trial she testified that she did 

take Caroline's threat to kill her mother 
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seriously. 

During this trial, Troy Fitzgerald said that 

when he was told that Catherine and Caroline 

. planned to murder their mother, he took that 

very seriously. However, in cross-examination 

he acknowledged that he had told the police 

during an interview that he did not believe 

that Caroline and Catherine were going to kill 

their mother. 

Not every difference or omission will be 

important. You should consider the fact, 

nature and extent of any differences in 

deciding their importance to you in deciding 

whether you believe or will rely upon the 

witness' testimony: The examples that I have 

just given you are just that, they're examples. 

There may be other instances you find of tha·t 

kind of testimony. You should also consider 

any explanation the witness gives for the 

differences. For example, Alanna Snow 

explained that at her first police· interview 

she was very scared, and that her reason for 

what she said to the police was that she had 

spent a year trying to suppress her memory of 

what had happened. Ms Snow denied lying to the 

police because she said that she did not 

intentionally mislead them. 

Mr. Fitzgerald said he told the police that he 

did not believe that Caroline and Catherine 

were going to kill their mother, because he was 
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trying to distance himself from what had 

happened. The reason was that he did not want 

to be charged or go to jailor be away from his 

family. 

Whatever you choose to make of the differences, 

you can only use the testimony given under oath 

in this trial as evidence·of what actually 

. happened. You cannot use the earlier statement 

as evidence of what actually happened, unless 

you are satisfied the witness accepted it as 

true while in the witness box. 

Even then, like the evidence of any witness, it 

is for you to say whether or how much you will 

believe of, or rely upon it in reaching your 

decision. 

During the trial, you saw and heard a videotape 

recording of a statement given by Jeffrey 

Fisher to Detective Armstrong. 

The tape has been made an exhibit. It will be 

available to you in the jury room where you may 

watch and listen to it if you need to. It is 

up to you to decide whether or how often you 

want to watch and listen to it, or any part of 

it again. You may watch and listen to it as 

many times as you wish to help you determine 

who is speaking and what he is saying. 

The transcript 

as an exhibit. 

of the videotape was also filed 

It will be available to you in 
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the jury room to help you figure out what is 

actually on the tape. But if you find any 

differences between the tape and the 

transcript, either about what was said or by 

whom, you must rely on what you hear on the 

tape and any other evidence given about the 

identity of the speakers, rather than what is 

in the transcript. 

Usually, you only consider a person's own words 

or acts as evidence in deciding the case of 

that person. What one person says or does is 

usually not evidence for you to consider in 

deciding the case of any other person charged. 

[96] In a case like this, however, there are some 

circumstances in which you may use evidence of 

what another person said or did to help you 

decide the case of the person charged. 

[97] 

AG 0087 (rev.07-01) 

Later in my instructions, I will eXplain in 

more detail how this rule may help you make 

your decision in this case. 

All right. I'm going to stop right there. You've 

probably heard enough for today. So we will 

resume tomorrow morning at ten. Thank you. 

... JURY EXCUSED FOR THE DAY. (3:28 p.m.) 

MR. CANTLON: Your Honour, just before the jury 

goes, some judges may on occasion suggest to them 

that they may be out overnight and if they're 

going home and will be allowed to deliberate 
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COURT: Well, then we'll let Mr. Cantlon ... 

MACKAY: That's fine. 

COURT: . .. write some more. 

MACKAY: Fine. 

COURT: If it will give -- you know, he can 

Mr. Cantlon, you could write - - you can go 

the same font and write the exact amount or 

less that Ms. Mackay has there, because I agree 

with you, this is -- otherwise it's not -- it's 

not a fair treatment of your positions. Okay. 

So, I think then we'll get the jury in and read 

them a little bit more. Okay. I don't need it 

yet. You can just keep it back there for now. 

I'll need it when I'm completely finished, but 

I won't be finished -- we're going to have 

another break in between. 

CON TIN U E D CHARGE T 0 THE J U R Y 

[98] Good morning ladies and gentlemen of the jury. 

[99] 

AG 0087 (rev.07-01) 

Carrying on from yesterday, I spoke to you 

yesterday about inconsistent statements made by 

Alanna Snow and Troy Fitzgerald. I told you 

that the fact that a witness has given 

difference versions at different times may be 

important in deciding whether or how much you 

believe of or rely upon the witness' testimony. 

I told you yesterday that the examples I gave 

you were examples only and not an exhaustive 
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list of all the inconsistent statements made by 

either witness. 

It is up to you to decide if the fact, nature 

and extent of any differences in deciding their 

importance to you, in deciding whether you 

believe or will rely up the witness' testimony. 

If you do not accept the explanation that the 

witness gave for an inconsistency, you may well 

choose to disregard some or all of the evidence 

of that witness. That is for you to decide. 

Now, I'm going to discuss the elements of the 

offence. 

Mr. Fisher is charged with conspiracy to commit 

murder. The formal charge reads: 

Jeffrey Fisher, stands charged that he, for 

a fourteen day period last, past and ending 

on or about the 18th day of January, at the 

city of Mississauga, in the Central West 

Region, unlawfully did conspire with 

Catherine Karubin and Caroline Karubin the 

one with the other or others of them to 

commit the indictable offence of murder on 

Anne Karubin, contrary to section 465(1) (a) 

of the Criminal Code of Canada. 

There is no issue here that committing a murder 
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is a criminal offence and that what you must 

decide is whether or not Mr. Fisher is a member 

of the conspiracy. For you to find Mr. Fisher 

guilty of conspiracy, Crown counsel must prove 

each of these essential elements beyond a 

reasonable doubt: 

1. That there was a conspiracy between two 

or more persons. 

2. That the conspiracy was to murder Anne 

Karubin. 

3. That Mr. Fisher was a member of that 

conspiracy. 

If Crown counsel has not satisfied you beyond a 

reasonable doubt of each of these essential 

elements, you must find Mr. Fisher not guilty 

of conspiracy. 

If Crown counsel has satisfied you beyond a 

reasonable doubt of each of these essential 

elements, you must find Mr. Fisher guilty of 

conspiracy. 

Each essential element may be made into a 

question for you to consider carefully and 

answer: 

Was there a conspiracy between two or more 

persons? 

A conspiracy is an agreement between at 
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least two people to commit a crime. The 

essence of a conspiracy is the agreement. 

It does not matter that everyone who 

participated in the agreement has not been 

charged, or has not been named or described in 

some other way in the indictment. 

The agreement does not have to be something 

formal, like a written document, or cover every 

detail about how the agreement is to be carried 

out and by whom. The agreement does not have 

to say how long it is to continue, nor does it 

have to be successfully carried out. Crown 

counsel does not have to prove that everyone 

who participated in the agreement knew everyone 

else, or for that matter that everybody came 

together at one time and place to put the 

agreement together. Everyone does not have to 

join at the same time, or have a position of 

the same nature or importance as any other. 

Persons who have joined the agreement may also 

leave it at the same or different times, and 

for the same or different reasons. 

An agreement is the coming together or meeting 

of the minds of two or more people who have a 

common object or purpose. Each person intends 

and expresses, by words, action, or both, the 

same purpose or object. In this case, that 

object or purpose is to murder Anne Karubin. 

To decide whether there was an agreement, you 
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should take into account, 

• what the alleged members did or did not 
do; 

• how the alleged members did or did not 
do it; 

• what the alleged members said or did not 
say. 

You are also entitled to consider the manner in 

which the murder was committed. Does it look 

like it happened by chance? Or, did it occur 

because the participants had agreed to commit 

it beforehand? Use your good common sense. 

If you are not satisfied beyond a reasonable 

doubt that there was a conspiracy between at 

least two persons, you must find Mr. Fisher not 

guilty. Your deliberations would be over. 

If you are satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt 

that there was a conspiracy between at least 

two persons, you must go on. to the next 

question. 

Was the conspiracy to murder Anne Karubin? 

I do not think you will have too much 

difficulty in answering yes to this question. 

As I told you earlier, the crime of conspiracy 

is complete when the members agree to commit 

the crime. It is not necessary for Crown 

counsel to prove that the crime itself was 
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actually committed. On the other hand, where 

the crime was committed by some or all of those 

who are alleged to have agreed together, you 

may, but. do not have to conclude. that there was 

a conspiracy on their part to commit it. 

Similarly, where the evidence shows thattw.o or 

more persons were' pursuing a common object, by 

similar or mutually complementary means, you 

may, but do not have to conclude that the crime 

was committed as a result, of a prior agreement, 

a conspiracy, to commit it. 

To answer this question, you should consider 

all the circumstances, including but not only 

what Mr. Fisher: 

• 
• 
• 

did or did not say; 

did or did not do, 

as well as h.owhe did or did not do it. 

Take into account what the alleged participants 

said and did and the circumstances in which 

their words were spoken and conduct took place. 

It is for,you to say. 

If you are not satisfied beyond a·reason:able , 

doubt that there was a conspiracy between ,at 

least two persons to murder Anne Karubin you 

must find Mr. Fisher not guilty; Your 

deliberations would be over. 

If you are satisfied beyond 'a reasonable doubt 
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·that there was a conspiracy ,between at least 

two persons to murder·Anne Karubinyou must go 

on to·the next question. 

Was Mr. Fisher a member of the conspiracy?' 

It appears to. me .that this question will.bethe 

focus of your deliberations. 
... .... 

To decide this question involve~ two steps. 

The first requires you to consider what Mr. 

Fisher said and did. The second, which you 

only consider if you have been satisfied from ., . 

Mr. Fisher's own words and conduct that he was 

probably a member of the conspiracy, requires 

you to consider what the other members of the 

conspiracy said and did in furtherance of their 

agreement. 

At the end of the day, no accused may be 

convicted of conspiracy to murder unless you 

are satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that 

Mr. Fisher was a member of the conspiracy 

charged. 

An accused may be a member of the conspiracy 

from the beginning or become a member later by 

joining with knowledge of the fact and nature 

of· the agreement. Any person who has become a 

member of the conspiracy may leave it at any 

time afterwards, and for any reason. What is 

essential is membership, not 

or the reasons for giving it 

the length of it 

up. 

become a member of the conspiracy 
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knowing all the details of the agreement or 

understanding, and without knowing whom all the 

other members are. Further, it is not 

necessary that a person agree to play a 

specific part in carrying out the agreement or 

understanding. 

A person may become a member of a conspiracy if 

that person agrees to play only a minor part or 

role in the conspiracy. What is essential, 

however, is that the person has an 

understanding of the unlawful nature of the 

plan, and voluntarily and intentionally joins 

in it. In any case, an accused must actually 

agree, and intend to agree, to achieve the 

common unlawful purpose. 

It is important to remember that merely being 

present when something happens, merely acting 

in the same way as others, or merely 

associating with others who are said to be 

members of a conspiracy, does not prove that a 

person has joined in the agreement with 

knowledge of its nature and purpose. A person 

who knows nothing of a conspiracy, but who 

happens to act in a way that advances one of 

its purposes, does not thereby become a member. 

Mere knowledge of, discussion, or passive 

acquiescence in a plan of criminal conduct is 

not of itself sufficient. 

Your first task is to consider only what Mr. 

Fisher said and did in the context of the 
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conspiracy. From this evidence, and only this 

evidence, it is for you to say whether Mr. 

Fisher was probably a member of the conspiracy. 

By "probably", I mean more likely than not. In 

other words, based on his own words and acts, 

considered in the context of the words and acts 

of other alleged members of the conspiracy, is 

it more likely than not that Mr. Fisher was a 

member of the conspiracy? 

The evidence that Mr. Fisher was a member of 

the conspiracy consists of the MSN discussions 

that Mr. Fisher had with Catherine and Caroline 

Karubin who are alleged to be the other members 

of the conspiracy. Although I remind you that 

there were no MSN discussions between Mr. 

Fisher and Caroline about the murder. 

The evidence consists also of Alanna Snow's 

testimony that Mr. Fisher was present at Jack 

Astor's the night of the murder. 

If you do not conclude, from the evidence of 

his own words and conduct, that. Mr. Fisher was 

more likely than not a member of the 

conspiracy, then you must find Mr. Fisher not 

guilty. Your deliberations would be over. 

If you conclude, from the evidence of his own 

words and conduct, that Mr. Fisher was more 

likely than not a member of the conspiracy, you 

must go on to consider the evidence of what 

other members of the conspiracy said and did 
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while the conspiracy was ongoing and to further 

its purpose. This evidence may help you decide 

whether Crown counsel has proven beyond a 

reasonable doubt that Mr. Fisher was a member 

of the conspiracy. 

A finding from Mr. Fisher's own words and acts 

that he was more likely than not a member of 

the conspiracy is not enough for you to find 

Mr. Fisher guilty of conspiracy. Probable 

membership is not enough. Nor does it follow 

from a finding that Mr. Fisher was more likely 

than not a member of the conspiracy that you 

must find beyond a reasonable doubt that Mr. 

Fisher is guilty of conspiracy. 

not find Mr. Fisher's membership 

a reasonable doubt. 

You mayor may 

proven beyond 

To determine whether you are satisfied beyond a 

.reasonable doubt that Mr. Fisher was a member 

of the conspiracy, you are entitled to consider 

all the evidence. You are not limited to Mr. 

Fisher's own words and conduct. Besides that 

evidence, you may take into account anything 

that any other member of the conspiracy said or 

did while the conspiracy was ongoing for the 

purpose of achieving its object or purpose, 

that is, to murder Anne Karubin. 

It is not everything said or done by any member 

of the conspiracy, charged or uncharged, on 

trial or not on trial, on which you may rely to 

decide whether Crown counsel has proven beyond 
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a reasonable doubt that Mr. Fisher was a member 

of that conspiracy. There are two 

requirements. The words must be spoken and the 

acts done: 

• while the conspiracy remains in 

existence; and 

• in furtherance of the object or purpose 

of the conspiracy. 

To be 'in furtherance of' the object or purpose 

of the conspiracy, the words or acts must be 

for the purpose of advancing the objects of the 

conspiracy, carrying forward the common design, 

or taking steps in order to achieve its 

purpose. Recruiting others to join, obtaining 

any necessary funds or equipment,arranging for 

delivery of items required, and checking out 

escape routes are examples of words or acts in 

furtherance of the object or purpose of a 

conspiracy. The acts done do not have to be 

unlawful, but what is said must not be solely a 

recounting of prior events or reference to 

other crimes unrelated to the conspiracy. 

It is not necessary that Mr. Fisher be the 

person who actually did the act in furtherance 

of the conspiracy, or even that he understood 

it or knew about it. Similarly, it is not 

necessary that Mr. Fisher be the person who 

actually spoke the words in furtherance of the 

conspiracy, or even that he was there when they 

were spoken. A conspiracy is like a 
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partnership in crime. .Each member is an agent 

or partner of every other member and is bound 

by or responsible for the words and conduct of 

every other member spoken or done to further 

their unlawful scheme. 

If you find that Mr. Fisher was a member of the 

conspiracy, the fact that he was not the person 

actually carrying out the murder does. not 

matter. It is enough to find that the others, 

for example Caroline and Catherine Karubin, are 

guilty of murder. 

If you are not satisfied beyond a reasonable 

doubt that Mr. Fisher was a member of the 

conspiracy, you must find Mr. Fisher not 

gUilty. 

If you are satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt 

that Mr. Fisher was a member of the conspiracy, 

you must find Mr. Fisher guilty of conspiracy. 

Although the Crown alleges that in this case 

the accused is a member of a conspiracy, there 

is more than one way for Crown counsel to prove 

Mr. Fisher's guilt of the crime charged. Crown 

counsel does not have to prove each. One, any 

one, is enough. All of you do not have to 

agree on the same way, as long as everyone is 

sure that one of the required ways has been 

proven beyond a reasonable doubt. 

After a person agrees with another or others to 

do something unlawful, he commits an offence if 
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he, alone or along with somebody else or 

others, personally does everything necessary to 

constitute the offence. 

A person also commits an offence if he does 

anything for the purpose of helping another 

person to commit the offence. 

Anyone who actively assists or encourages 

somebody else to commit an offence is as guilty 

of the offence as the person who actually 

commits it. I remind you though that mere 

knowledge of, discussion, or passive 

acquiescence in a plan of criminal conduct is 

not of itself sufficient. 

At the end of the day Mr. Fisher may be 

convicted of conspiracy if the Crown has 

satisfied you beyond a reasonable doubt that he 

was a member of the conspiracy. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, I am now going to 

commence my review of the evidence. 

As I go through my summary of the evidence, 

please bear in mind again, what I have already 

told you regarding the limits of this review. 

It is your recall of the evidence that governs, 

and if I should say something that differs from 

your recall of the evidence, or if I should 

omit to say something that you think is 

important, or if I am covering matters that you 

do not feel are that significant for your 

deliberations, it is your view that must 
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govern. 

Keep in mind my earlier legal instructions to 

you as I now, more fully seek to assist your 

recall of evidence which may be relevant .to 

your deliberations, as to whether the Crown has 

proven the essential elements of the offence I 

have discussed with you, beyond a reasonable 

doubt. 

The Crown's first witness, Constable Joseph 

Coltson, testified that he was with Peel 

Regional Police Force. For the last four years 

since November of 2002 he has worked in 

technological crimes unit fDr the police. His 

work includes analyzing data on computers or 

cell phones, etcetera and to report back to the 

officer in charge of investigation with his 

findingB. 

Constable Coltson testified that he seized the 

computer used by Catherine and Caroline 

Karubin. He used a software program to 

reconstruct the hard drive. He was able to 

analyse the information on the hard drive. He 

found chat logs made of chats that Catherine 

and Caroline Karubin had with various people on 

MSN. He read out parts of those chats as part 

of his testimony. 

Constable Coltson also testified that he was 

able to pull up various web sites that someone 

using the computer had accessed. He found a 
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document that had been accessed from the 

computer entitled "Inhalation of Water - The 

Drowning Process". He also found a search that 

had been conducted using Google and the words 

Tylenol 3 and alcohol. He testified that he 

was of the view that words that appeared in the 

chat logs had been cut and pasted from one of 

the sites accessed through the Google search. 

The chat logs did not appear to have been 

tampered with regarding time and logging 

sequence. Officer Coltson could not give a 

date as to when the MSN Google searches were 

done. 

The 911 call that Caroline and Catherine 

Karubin made on the night their mother died was 

played by the Crown with the consent of the 

defence. You have the disk containing the 

telephone call, along with a transcript of the 

call. Anyway you will certainly have that disc 

with you when you make your deliberations. 

Constable Horner was the next witness. He has 

been with the Peel Police for approximately 6 

years. On January 18 t h, 2003 he received a 

radio call and was sent to the Williamsport 

Drive address. 

Caroline Karubin answered the door. She was 

very distraught. He went inside, went upstairs 

where he saw Anne Karubin lying in the bathtub, 

face down. 
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Constable Horner checked the kitchen to see if 

there was any medication with Anne Karubin's 

name on it. Constable Horner testified that he 

did find unknown medication in the kitchen 

area. 

He was the one who took a statement from 

Caroline Karubin. 

constable Farley has been a member of the Peel 

Police for 7 years. He a·lso went to the house 

that evening. He testified that both girls 

seemed very distraught. He went to the 

basement with the girls. When constable Horner 

took Caroline to get her statement, Constable 

Farley remained in the basement and took a 

statement from Catherine. Catherine advised 

Constable Farley that she and her sister had 

returned from Jack Astor's at Square One where 

they had met Alanna and Jeff after 6,00 p.m. 

Catherine indicated that she had helped her 

mother fill out a job application and felt that 

things were getting better. 

Sergeant Mark Armstrong has been a member of 

the Peel Police for almost 21 years. In 2004 

he was with the homicide bureau. He arrested 

Jeff Fisher on August 13th , 2004 and charged 

him with conspiracy to commit murder. He took 

Jeff to the police station where he interviewed 

him. You saw the interview and will have the 

videotape and transcript with you in the jury 

room. 
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Alanna Snow testified that she was a close 

friend of Caroline Karubin. She acknowledged 

that she had an MSN chat with Caroline on the 

day that the murder happened. In the MSN chat 

Alanna Snow said to Caroline, "And where are 

you getting the Tylenol 3's?"· Caroline 

responded, "We got them from Jeff." 

Alanna testified that she had met Jeff Fisher 

on a couple of occasions prior to the murder. 

Alanna described going to Jack Astor's with 

Ca·roline, Catherine and Jeff Fisher the evening 

of the murder. 

Troy Fitzgerald was at school with Caroline 

Karubin and dated Catherine for about three to 

four weeks. 

Mr. Fitzgerald acknowledged the MSN chats that 

he had had with Caroline and Catherine Karubin. 

He testified that he had been told about the 

murder plan a few months before it happened. 

Dr. Ganina Dugkiewicz was Susan Krukowski's 

family doctor for twenty years until February 

of 2002. Dr. Dugkiewicz testified that she 

prescribed Tylenol 3's for Ms Krukowski to 

alleviate the pain that Ms Krukowski suffers 

from as a result of temporomandibular joint 

disorder, otherwise known as TMJ. 

Ms Krukowski received a prescription in 2001 

for 100 pills. In the past she had renewed the 

prescription every year. 
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Dr. Robert Langille is a forensic toxicologist 

who works at the Centre. of Forensic Science in 

Toronto. Dr. Langille testified about the 

effect, beneficial and detrimental, of alcohol 

and drugs on the human body, specifically on 

Anne Karubin. 

Dr. Langille was initially asked to carry out 

an investigation as to the level of alcohol in 

Anne Karubin's body when she died. Dr. 

Langille testified that the Centre received 

three samples from Anne Karubin. Those samples 

were urine, blood from the heart, and 

peripheral blood. He described how the test 

was conducted. He tested the peripheral blood 

and found that Anne Karubin had an alcohol 

level of 415 milligrams in 100 millilitres of 

blood. 

After the tests were conducted, Dr. Langille 

described how two samples from Ms Karubin were 

saved and frozen. Those two samples were the 

urine and the heart blood. 

In January 2004 Dr. Langille was asked to 

conduct a drug screen on the samples. he 

detected codeine and acetaminophen, both 

constituent elements of Tylenol 3, in Anne 

Karubin's body at the time of her death. He 

used the heart blood to conduct the test. 

The blood, which provided the most accurate 

reading, namely the peripheral blood had been 
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thrown out and could not be tested. 

Dr. Langille found 0.07 milligrams per 100 

millilitres of blood of codeine and he also 

found acetaminophen in a concentration of 3 

milligrams per 100 millilitres. 

Dr. Langille testified acknowledged that there 

was no specific marker for Tylenol 3, and that 

the blood revealed only concentrations of both 

codeine and acetaminophen, which could have 

come from a combination of drugs, or any of the 

numbered Tylenol products. 

Caroline Karubin testified that she has been 

found guilty of murdering her mother, Anne 

Karubin, and that she is serving a maximum 

sentence under the youth Criminal Justice Act 

of ten years. 

Caroline testified that she used her computer 

and MSN communications to speak with Troy 

Fitzgerald, Alanna Snow and Jeffrey Fisher in 

January of 2003. 

Caroline testified that she decided to kill her 

mother the summer before the murder. She told 

her sister Catherine that she was determined to 

kill their mother. 

Caroline testified that she had many times 

thought she would kill her mother and then did 

not do so because the timing wasn't right. Her 

younger brother Matthew would be horne or her 
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mother would not be drinking or she would have 

spoken to her mother and changed her mind. 

Caroline testified that prior to the murder she 

did not discuss the murder with Jeff Fisher. 

She testified as well that Jeff Fisher and her 

sister started dating in May of 2003. 

Caroline Karubin testified that she had 

discussions with Catherine about using Tylenol 

3. Caroline testified that she was advised by 

Catherine that Jeff Fisher had extra Tylenol 3. 

Caroline received pills from Catherine and'· 

believed that they came from Jeff Fisher. 

caroline gave her mother Tylenol 3 as she 

consumed alcohol prior to her death. 

Caroline testified that within the second week 

of the plan to murder Anne Karubin, Catherine 

told her that Jeff Fisher would be at Jack 

Astor's. 

Dr. John Timothy Feltis is a pathologist at 

Credit Valley Hospital. Dr. Feltis conducted 

an autopsy on Anne Karubin on January 20th
, 

2003. He testified that Anne Karubin died from 

fresh water drowning secondary to acute ethanol 

intoxication. 

Dr. Feltis testified that Anne Karubin's blood 

alcohol level at death was 400 milligrams in 

100 millilitres of blood. 

Okay, we're going to take a short break at this 
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time, and I can tell you that we're almost 

finished the charge. 80 you'll be deliberating 
before lunch. All right, so we'll come back 

I've just got a few more things to tell you. 

R E C E 8 8 12:02 p.m. 

R E8 U MIN G: 12:42 p.m. 

All right, good afternoon. You already know 

something of the positions of the Crown and the 

defence as a result of the addresses of Mr. 

Cantlon and Ms Mackay. Please keep these 
addresses in mind throughout your 

deliberations. Counsel described their 
positions far better than lam able to. 

To some extent earlier in my charge, in 

describing the elements of. the offence charged 

in the indictment, I alerted you to some areas 
of evidence the Court and the parties saw as 

relevant to the offence. 

There is, of course, other evidence relevant as 

well to the offence and the general credibility 
of the witnesses who testified as you heard 

from the evidence summary I have just provided 

to you. 

Let me briefly outline the positions of the 
parties. 

It is the position of the Crown that Jeff 

Fisher can be convicted of conspiracy as either 
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a full partner like Catherine and Caroline or 

if he was a party to the conspiracy. He is a 

party to the conspiracy by aiding, which means 

assisting, or abetting, which means encouraging 

Catherine and Caroline in their plan to murder 

- in the plan to murder Anne Karubin. 

Some of you might think that Jeff Fisher was a 

main partner of the plan that he agreed to 
murder Anne Karubin. Others might agree at the 

end of the day that he was only a party to the 

conspiracy in that he assisted or encouraged 
the girls in their murder plot. The Crown's 
position is that Jeff Fisher was involved in 
this conspiracy because he provided at least 

one of the following: 

• Advice about the drowning process and 
how to act when interacting with the 

police. 

• Help with details of the plan including 

combining alcohol and Tylenol 3's and 

what to do if she woke up part way 

through. 

• An agreement to assist with the alibi 

and attended at Jack Astor's the night 

of the murder. 

• Or Tylenol 3's to facilitate her death. 

The Crown .submits that it has proven the case 
beyond·a reasonable doubt and that he should be 
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found guilty of conspiracy. 

It is the position of the defence that Jeffrey 
Fisher is not guilty of conspiracy to commit 

murder. He was not a member of the conspiracy 
to commit the murder of Anne Karubin. 

The MSN chat logs entered into evidence by the 

Crown reveal immature and childish 

conversations. Mr. Fisher did not believe that 

Catherine Karubin was serious about killing her 

mother. He was never privy to any of Caroline 
or Catherine Karubin's chats with Alanna Snow 

or Troy Fitzgerald. He took absolutely no 
steps to assist in the murder of Anne Karubin. 

His attendance at Jack Astor's did not assist 

with the murder. The murder was complete by 
the time the girls arrived at the restaurant. 

There is no evidence that Mr. Fisher ever 
presented himself as an alibi witness to 

police. 

This was Caroline's plan, those privy to this 

plan were her sister and her closest friends. 
It is submitted that even Caroline's own 
friends did not believe she would follow 

through with the murder. There was never any 

discussion between Caroline and Mr. Fisher 

about the murder. 

There is no evidence from any witnesses in this 

trial that Mr. Fisher had discussed the plans 

for the murder either before or after. 
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The defence submits that the Crown has not 

satisfied its burden, that is, has not proven 

beyond a reasonable doubt, and Mr. Fisher 

should be found not guilty of conspiracy to 

commit the murder of Anne Karubin. 

I'm going to just make one comment about the 

exhibits that are going into the jury room with 

you. The exhibits have two or three labels on 

them. So they've got two white labels and then 

on the back or somewhere they'll have a tag 

that is in a buff colour. The tag that's in 

the buff colour numbers the exhibit for our 

court system, but you're aware that there was 

another trial and these other stickers, which 

are going to remain on the exhibits, refer to 

that other trial. Just disregard the white 

stickers. The buff stickers are the ones that 

we're using in this proceeding, and if you're 

looking for any particular numbers, or 

whatever, it's all on this buff label. 

The verdicts which are available to you in this 

case are guilty or not guilty. 

The written material prepared to help you 

during your deliberations includes a decision 

tree. There are several rectangles and arrows 

pointing in different directions on this 

document. Some rectangles contain questions 

others show verdicts or give directions. The 

words "Yes" and "No" are printed above or 

beside the questions. Begin with question one 
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and follow the arrows to reach your verdict. 

The decision tree, and I'll just show it to 

you, it will be part of the materials that 

you're going to receive. You'll get the first 

part of the charge that I read out yesterday 

and my later comments. The decision tree looks 

somewhat like this. It's not a legal 

instruction that you must follow. It is a 

graphic representation or illustration of the 

various issues that you must decide. 

In order for you to arrive at a verdict, all 11 

of you must agree. In other words, you must be 

unanimous. On occasion, this proves impossible 

because jurors do have the right to disagree. 

However, disagreement is the most undesirable 

result of all at the conclusion of any legal 

proceeding such as this. No jury will ever be 

in a better position than you are right now to 

decide this case. 

After you retire to your jury room, I will 

invite counsel to make any comments, if they 

have any, upon this latter part of my charge to 

you. If I feel I have mischarged you on any 

matter or, if I have neglected to charge you on 

a certain matter, I may then recall you to the 

courtroom and attempt to correct any error or 

oversight and to make the addition. If I do 

this, you are not to place any undue emphasis 

on what I might say to you at that time, but 

simply consider what I might say as part of my 
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overall charge to you. 

When you retire to yovr jury room 

duty to consult with .one another 

it is 

and to 

deliberate with a view to arriving at a 

and fair verdict base!:J. on the evidence. 

your 

just 

When 

you commence your deliberations, I suggest that 

you keep an open mind and listen in a calm and 

rational manner to the views of your fellow 

jurors. Remember, you are judges, not 

advocates. Take as much time as you need. If 

you have not already done so, I would ask you 

to please pick a foreperson who will preside 

over your deliberations and who will also 

deliver your verdict when you come back to the 

courtroom. But remember, you are very much 

equals; one juror, one vote. 

Counsel and I have reviewed the critical issues 

for you at some length, but if there is 

anything which you are not clear about, I will 

be available to answer questions. If there is 

a question, simply have your foreperson put the 

question in legible writing and give it to the 

constable or deputy outside your jury room for 

delivery to me. I will discuss them with 

counsel. I will call you back into the court 

and try and assist you if I am able. 

If you reach a verdict, please tell the court 

constable that you have made your decision. We 

will reconvene court and bring you back into 

the courtroom to hear your decision. 
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Your foreperson should bring the verdict sheet 

into court with him or her when we reconvene. 

It is the foreperson's responsibility to 

announce your verdict in the courtroom and turn 

over to me the completed verdict sheet. You do 

not give reasons for your decision. 

Now, ladies and gentlemen, you will recall that 

at the outset of the trial you took an oath to 

well and truly try these charges and to render 

a true verdict according to the evidence. I 

have every confidence that everyone of you 

will honour your promise. 

I want to thank you very much for your 

attention to the addresses of counsel and my 

charge to' you. You are now free to retire to 

deliberate. 

Madam Registrar, you will swear or affirm the 

jury constables. 

... JURY CONSTABLES SWORN 

COURT REGISTRAR: Members of the jury you may 

retire to consider your verdict. 

THE COURT: All right. And we have the 

materials for the members of the jury, that's 

coming in -- okay, that's fine. Oh, and there 

are two copies there for counsel and there was 

a copy for the reporter as well. All right. 

The verdict sheet should be there. The verdict 

sheet there too? 

COURT SERVICES OFFICER: Yes Your Honour. THE 

COURT: Okay, thank you. Yes they can take 
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